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IT Support for the Healthcare Industry
Dental care providers, surgeons, chiropractors and others
in the industry require only the finest in IT support in order
to remain competitive. CompTSS has years of experience in
helping those in the healthcare industry achieve remarkable
results with online marketing and IT support services.

Internet Marketing Solutions
Today's businesses require innovative and unique approaches
to Internet marketing in order to achieve greater levels of
business success. CompTSS will guide you through the
complex world of online marketing.

Attractive Website Design
Websites must not only be attractive and easy to navigate
but they must also deliver the best possible company image.
CompTSS provides far-reaching website design strategies so
that businesses are able to develop their brand in an
impressive and highly successful way.

Google Business Views
Google Business Views features state-of-the-art 360° virtual
tours that are designed to increase brand awareness as well
as customer, patient and client acquisition. CompTSS helps
you to achieve extraordinary business goals through the use
of Google Business Views.
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Meet our expert Team
shawn shameli

CEO - CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Bringing years of experience to the table, Shawn is the Chief
Executive Officer of CompTSS. With a dedication and
commitment to hard work, focus and smart innovation, Shawn
is the driving force behind the company and its unique and
success minded culture. Shawn is driven by complete and total
client satisfaction.

Jessica Cole
MARKETING ADVISOR

Jessica has an in-depth understanding of Internet marketing and
all that it entails. She works diligently with clients to ensure that
the client’s goals and objectives are always met in a timely and
successful manner. Her knowledge of Internet marketing is a
powerful asset for CompTSS clients.

fred Farhad ranjbaran

EXPERT PHOTOGRAPHER SPECIALIZING IN GOOGLE PHOTOGRAPHY

Known for having an incredible sense of photographic skill.
Leveraging HD and high-resolution images, Farhad’s
photography helps to enhance marketing tools. The
professional photo imagery of Farhad compliments many
CompTSS projects perfectly.
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it support for
the healthcare
industry

Experience A More Secure IT Infrastructure
Protecting personal information and highly sensitive clients’ profiles is what we do best. We
offer an assurance plan designed to protect your server and registered workstations from
unwanted software failures or potential system crashes.
We offer expert support services for professionals in the healthcare industry. This includes
dental clinics, chiropractors and surgeons as well as general practitioners. Improved staff
performance and noticeably better productivity is what you can
expect.
CompTSS employs the latest and most advanced strategies, techniques and technology to ensure completely secure and reliable networks, server configurations and hardware
compatibility as well as preventing software issues.
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innovation and proven techniques
along with experience will help your business

GROW

Customers And Clients Trust Our Services
low monthly fee

initial comprehensive setup

CompTSS maintains low monthly
fees for clients who have a specific
business budget in mind. We
understand “cost control” and can
help you to achieve your goals.

Our initial setup includes required
licenses and hardware. As an added
bonus we evaluate, enhance and
register all assured systems.

multicomputer coverage

quick response

CompTSS can help you maintain
your multicomputer system in the
most efficient, organized and secure
way possible for up to five
computers.

Guaranteeing minimum downtime,
expert data recovery and the
highest levels of digital security
means delivering on the promise of
remarkably fast response times.

priodic on-site checkups

additional systems

To achieve the highest levels of
reliability and digital security,
CompTSS provides businesses with
require on-site checkups for
networks and infrastructure.
www.comptss.com

CompTSS is diverse in its IT
knowledge base and skill sets. We
routinely work with a full array of
additional systems on demand and
as needed.
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top 5 advantages of our
medical assurance plan
Discover Why CompTSS Is The Right Choice For A Truly
All-In-One IT And Data Protection Provider.
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Protection
Impressive all-in-one data, server
and network protection is
standard with CompTSS. Your
medical practice will enjoy the
absolute best in state-of-the-art
technology focused protection
services.

hipAa compliance
CompTSS supports your efforts to
maintain full HIPAA compliance
including ultra-secure data protection and the highest levels of
digital confidentiality.
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Maintenance and
lower costs
CompTSS accelerates the
performance of networks and
workstations resulting in
improved staff productivity with
less expense to the business.

Backup and
recovery
CompTSS makes available fast
and accurate digital data
restoration. Our data recovery
efforts are always focused on
greatly minimizing downtime and
the potential for lost data.

healthcare
software
CompTSS will install, maintain
and troubleshoot even the most
unique and complex software
designed for healthcare.

www.comptss.com
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internet
marketing
solutions

WHY IS Online MARKETING SO IMPORTANT?
In recent years the ways that businesses market products and services has changed in a very
significant manner. In fact, the old methods of marketing a business, a brand or even an
individual simply no longer work. Traditional television, print and radio advertising is slow,
cumbersome and ineffective.
Today, businesses require forward-looking, innovative and unique Internet marketing strategies
in order to succeed. To remain competitive and relevant it is essential to understand Internet
marketing and deploy it in an effective way.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
CompTSS develops strategic marketing
campaigns based on your specific target
market. This helps to develop better two-way
communication between your business and
customers.

Local SEO
Local search engine marketing or optimization
is becoming increasingly important. CompTSS
deploys proven strategies that are designed to
drive more local customers and clients to your
business.

Our Services are Geared
Towards Success
We are a company with
years of experience in
successfully implementing a
number of key Internet
marketing solutions. Good
marketing and profitability
are what we focus on.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
CompTSS has a proven track record in crafting
outstanding levels of graphic design for online
digital use. We understand the importance of
presenting the right images for your business.

Branding
When consumers recognize a brand and feel
confident with that brand they are far more
likely to interact in a positive way. CompTSS
can help your business achieve world-class
brand recognition.
www.comptss.com

everything we do
Our Clients

Helps
Improve their

Brand
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attractive
website
design

Focused, organized and intuitive website
Having a great website that is organized, focused, intuitive and easy to navigate while also
being attractive is an absolute necessity. CompTSS is a leader in the design and implementation
of attractive and functional websites for the healthcare industry and a full range of other
businesses.
CompTSS works closely with clients to ensure that a company culture, corporate message and
overall theme are always properly represented through excellent website design. We set new
standards every day when it comes to creating customized websites that are visually stunning
in detail.
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LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR FEATURED WEBSITE DESIGN SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL USER EXPERIENCE

Website maintenance

CompTSS specializes in producing outstanding
world-class websites that are focused on
generating a favorable user experience every time.

Regular website maintenance helps to
guarantee that a site will over time achieve top
ranking online.

ORIGINAL CONTENT CREATION

quick response

High quality professionally written content results
in improved ranking and better overall online
search engine ranking.

CompTSS responds quickly to website, networking

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION (SEO)

Strategy and Consutling

We provide SEO results including keyword
analysis, routine blog posting, social media
interaction and better search engine ranking.

We offer in-depth consulting, detailed strategic
planning in every project so that your business
enjoys the best possible outcome.

www.comptss.com

and infrastructure issues to keep downtime at a
minimum.
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google
business
views
Google 360 Virtual tour
You can deliver to your customers and clients a panoramic and
virtual 360° tour of the exterior and interior of your business
operation in a stunningly impressive way.
New and existing customers have 24/7-access when searching
a company on the web. They are able to look around, inspect
and find new and interesting things about your business right
for their computer.
CompTSS helps you to leverage this remarkable technology
as a way to improve the overall online user experience of your
website.
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Take advantage of the Internet tour trend and
bring your business to life

GOOGLE TrusTED PHOTOGRAPHER

Panorama still images

CompTSS has on-site professional
photography services designed to work in
unison with Google's image requirements to
produce highest quality, HD high-resolution
images

CompTSS has on staff professional
photography experts who are able to produce
digital images of both the interior and
exterior of a business.

With Google Business Views customers,
clients and prospective customers and clients
are able to fully experience your business just
as if they were actually there in the room.
www.comptss.com

Developing trust with visitors on the Internet
requires taking full advantage of the latest
available technology.
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Commercial Photography Services
CompTSS has a full array of commercial photography services. Professional commercial
photography can greatly enhance the online user experience and is an important part of
developing the right type of digital online presence.
High-resolution images are clearly distinct and indeed far superior to other types of
lower-resolution photography. Most importantly, HD or high-resolution images improve the
appearance and appeal of websites and other online applications. CompTSS focuses on
producing quality high-resolution images so that your project comes out the way that you
had envisioned.
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types of commercial photography we offer
interior / Real Estate Photography

Product Photography

architecture Photography

professional headshot Photography

Advertising photography

Aerial Photography

Working with a professional photographer to
show a home or business that is for sale can
potentially increase the sale price of a
property while at the same time decrease the
time it remains on the market.

CompTSS delivers a variety of professional
architectural photography services intended
to enhance a client's business website and its
general appeal.
CompTSS produces HD high-resolution
imagery to ensure that your advertising
campaign is always a big success.
www.comptss.com

Product photography is one of the first steps
in being profitable with your online retail
sales. CompTSS provides clients with the
expert product photography that they
demand and expect.

When visitors to your website see pictures of
actual people related to a business they are
more likely to become a customer or client.

Getting a birds-eye view of a business offers a
unique perspective for customers and clients
that would otherwise simply not be possible.
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hear from our satisfied clients
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CompTSS is a world-class networking and IT services company with years of
experience in working with businesses in various sectors of the economy and from
all areas across the country. Contact our team of experts today to learn more.
CompTSS values your business!

Corporate Address

Contact us

Comptss corporation
7100 regency square blvd
Houston, tx 77036

(713)-955-2020
info@comptss.com
www.comptss.com
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